
UXA Group Crits User Test Template 
1. Test Objectives 
A series of objectives

Firstly, test users ability to register for a group crit session, cancel a group crit session, set their 
presence filters and view their attendance history.


Second, get a feeling for visual appeal and implementation. 

Does user like the integration into the DesignLab space?


2. Test Subject 
Group Crit desktop version wireframes 


3. Test Methodology 
Moderated usability test


4. Participants 
I will test between 3 - 5 students DesignLab/ UX Academy Students.


5. Recruiting Plan 
Ask for volunteers in UXA Slack group


6. Tasks, Errands 
i. Examine the usability/ possibilities of the Group Crits widget. 


ii. Set Student’s filters


iii. Register for a Session


iv. Cancel a session


v. View attendance history




7. Script Procedure 
Intro 

Hi [Student]


Thank you for agreeing to this Usability Test today. Today we’ll be testing my design for an 
alternative UX Academy group crits interface.


A quick overview of what to expect.


First, this isn’t a test of you. You can’t do anything wrong. Rather, this is to test what I’ve 
designed works. I’m looking for your true feedback. The more honest you are the better an 
experience I can design.


Second, for the usability test, I’ll be presenting you with a series of tasks. We’ll work through 
each, one-at-a-time, as we do I’d like for you to think out loud. Meaning, as your taking 
actions, reading the task, etc. you’re speaking out loud what you’re thinking, what action 
you’re going to take, what you expect, and why.


Third, this test is optional and you can stop at anytime. If for any reason you want to stop the 
test, take a break, etc, let me know, and we’ll stop.


Last, I’ll be recording this usability test to listen back later. This helps me stay more present in 
our conversation. Is that alright with you?


Tasks 

Task 1 - Is the group crits panel visible? 

Please examine this page, what are all the actions you think you could take?


Task 2 - Set your preferences 

You want to set your availability preferences, so that only group crits that are suited to you are 
available.


(a.) From this screen, how would you set your daily availability?


(b.) Can you set your preference for instructors?


Task 3 - Adding a Group Crit Session 

From this screen, can you show me how you would register for a group crit session for April 2, 
@ 10am?


Task 4 - Canceling a Session 

How would you go about canceling that session you registered for?


Task 5 - Viewing your Attendance History


Can you show me how you’d view your previous group crit sessions?


